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SkyLens: Visual Analysis of Skyline on Multi-dimensional Data
Xun Zhao, Yanhong Wu, Weiwei Cui, Xinnan Du, Yuan Chen, Yong Wang, Dik Lun Lee, and Huamin Qu
Figure 1. Analyzing the skyline of NBA statistics using SkyLens: (a) a Projection View showing an overview of clusters and outliers;
(b) a Tabular View depicting the attributes of four skyline players and reveals the factors making a player in skyline; (c) a Comparison
View examining the differences between skyline players from the attribute and domination perspectives; (d) a Control Panel for refining
skyline queries; (e) a pop-up window showing a detailed comparison between LeBron James and Chris Paul.
Abstract— Skyline queries have wide-ranging applications in fields that involve multi-criteria decision making, including tourism, retail
industry, and human resources. By automatically removing incompetent candidates, skyline queries allow users to focus on a subset
of superior data items (i.e., the skyline), thus reducing the decision-making overhead. However, users are still required to interpret
and compare these superior items manually before making a successful choice. This task is challenging because of two issues.
First, people usually have fuzzy, unstable, and inconsistent preferences when presented with multiple candidates. Second, skyline
queries do not reveal the reasons for the superiority of certain skyline points in a multi-dimensional space. To address these issues,
we propose SkyLens, a visual analytic system aiming at revealing the superiority of skyline points from different perspectives and at
different scales to aid users in their decision making. Two scenarios demonstrate the usefulness of SkyLens on two datasets with
a dozen of attributes. A qualitative study is also conducted to show that users can efficiently accomplish skyline understanding and
comparison tasks with SkyLens.
Index Terms—Skyline query, skyline visualization, multi-dimensional data, visual analytics, multi-criteria decision making.
1 INTRODUCTION
Given a multi-dimensional dataset, skyline queries automatically
prune the dataset to a subset of superior points that are not dominated
by others; this subset is referred to as skyline [9]. Skyline queries are
important in various fields that involve multi-criteria decision making,
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such as tourism [35], retail industry [11], and human resources [39], in
which users need to compare candidates in a multi-dimensional dataset
and make a decision. For example, a tourist needs to select a vacation
destination from a list of cities on the basis of several attributes, in-
cluding cost, climate, quality of service, and safety. If city A is less
desirable in every attribute than city B (i.e., A is dominated by B),
then skyline queries will remove A from the candidate list because
whenever A is preferred, B is always a better choice under any circum-
stances. Thus, skyline queries may significantly reduce the number of
candidates for the tourist without affecting his/her final choice.
However, skyline queries only solve half of the problem, because
users still have to select the most ideal item manually based on their
personal preference. In the aforementioned example, travel agents
generally cannot decide which city is the best for the tourist. Instead,
the agents can only present all superior cities with their pros and cons
to the tourist to decide. To make a successful decision, users need to
completely understand the semantics of the skyline and compare var-
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ious skyline points, which is rather difficult, especially when the data
are multi-dimensional and the points do not dominate one another.
In addition, the size of skyline may become excessively large when
many dimensions are considered [15]. Previous research suggests that
a large number of candidates or attributes could create emotional stress
to users and act as powerful barriers to rational decisions [41]. Thus,
an assistant tool for systematically organizing, interpreting, and com-
paring skyline points is necessary to help users in decision making.
One major challenge in this task is interpreting skyline, that is, un-
derstanding what merits make a point in skyline [39]. A skyline point
may excel because of a single attribute, a subspace of attributes, sev-
eral subspaces, or all attributes. All the subspaces that make a point in
the skyline are called decisive subspaces, which may vary from point
to point and are important to understand the skyline data [39]. In the
aforementioned example, a city may be in the skyline only because it
has the lowest cost. However, another city may not perform the best in
any single attribute, but no other city can beat it in both service quality
and cost. Individual tourists may have different preferences; thus, ex-
ploring the decisive subspaces of each skyline point can assist tourists
in identifying a subset of interests further. However, such informa-
tion is hidden because skyline queries only capture the set of superior
points without revealing the reasons leading to their superiority.
Another crucial issue is the comparison of multiple skyline points.
Skyline queries focus on the comparison within individual attributes,
and thus lack the capability to relate different attributes to one another.
Normally, the attributes are combined by calculating the weighted sum
of all the attribute values, but how to assign the exact weight to each
attribute to represent user’s preference is still a challenge [33]. Pre-
vious research suggests that people often have fuzzy, unstable, and
inconsistent preferences when provided with multiple options [14]. In
addition, people can only focus and construct rankings among a few
options, neglecting other possibilities. Thus, a systematic and unbi-
ased method to compare skyline points is needed. Apart from attribute
values, users also need to consider other unique characteristics of sky-
line points, such as the number of points dominated by certain skyline
points [15] and the decisive subspaces [39]. As a result, the compari-
son becomes more complex.
To tackle these challenges, we develop SkyLens, a visual analytic
system that aims to reveal the superiority of skyline points from dif-
ferent perspectives and facilitate decision-making processes. To solve
the first challenge, we propose a novel tabular design that summarizes
the attribute-wise rankings and differences between individual skyline
points. This design allows users to inspect the reasons for the supe-
riority of certain skyline points. The decisive subspaces of individual
skyline points, which are important elements for skyline interpretation
(Sec. 4), are also illustrated to facilitate the decision-making process.
For the second challenge, two linked visualizations are integrated into
SkyLens to help users compare skyline points at two scales: a macro-
level for identifying clusters and outliers in the entire skyline and a
micro-level for examining the differences in a small set of skyline
points. Moreover, SkyLens supports the analysis of the domination
relations in the skyline to provide an additional but necessary perspec-
tive for skyline comparison. The main contributions of this work are
summarized as follows:
1. An interactive visualization system, named SkyLens, to help
users organize, interpret, and compare skyline points from dif-
ferent perspectives and at different scales.
2. A novel tabular design utilizes diverging in-cell bar charts and
contiguous matrices to provide in-depth details of individual sky-
line points and to facilitate skyline interpretation.
3. Two use scenarios with real datasets and a qualitative user study
to demonstrate the effectiveness and usefulness of SkyLens.
2 BACKGROUND
Assume a tourist wants to find a city that has both a clean environment
and a low living cost. Fig. 2 shows all possible candidate cities as a
scatter plot, where each point represents a city. Some comparisons
are obvious. For example, city b dominates city a, as b is cleaner and
has a lower living cost. However, it is not obvious for cities b, j, and
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Figure 2. Example of a travel destination dataset with two attributes:
living cost and environment. The solid black points b, j, and i form the
skyline of this dataset.
i, since they are not dominated by any other cities. Thus, these three
cities form the skyline of the dataset. Once the skyline is extracted, the
tourist can then safely neglect the rest cities, since the final choice is
always from the skyline, disregarding his/her personal preference over
these two attributes.
Formally, given an m-dimensional space D = (d1,d2, . . . ,dm), we
denote P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} as a set of n data points on space D. For
a point p ∈ P, it can be represented as p = (p1, p2, ..., pm) where pi ∈
Q(1≤ i≤ m) denotes the value on dimension di. For each dimension
di, assume that there exists a total order relationship on the domain
values, either ‘>’ or ‘<’. Without loss of generality, we consider ‘>’
(i.e., higher values are more preferred) in the following definitions.
Dominance: For any two points p,q ∈ P, p is said to dominate q,
denoted by p  q, if and only if (i) p is as good as or better than q
in all dimensions and (ii) at least better than q in one dimension, i.e.,
(i) ∀ di ∈ D, pi ≥ qi and (ii) ∃ d j ∈ D, p j > q j where 1≤ i, j ≤ m.
Skyline point: A point p ∈ P is a skyline point if and only if p is
not dominated by any q ∈ P−{p}, i.e., @q ∈ P−{p}, q p.
Skyline: The skyline A of P is the set of skyline points in dataset P
on space D.
Dominated point: A point p is a dominated point if and only if
there exists a point q (6= p)∈ P dominates p, i.e., ∃q∈ P−{p}, q p.
Dominating score: Suppose A is the skyline of P, for a skyline
point p ∈ A, the dominating score of p is the number of points domi-
nated by this point. The dominating score can be denoted as φ(p), in
which φ(p) = |{q ∈ P−A| p q}|
Subspace: Each non-empty subset D′ of D is referred to as a sub-
space, i.e., D′ ⊆ D & D′ 6= /0
Subspace skyline: For a point p in space D, the projection of p
in subspace D′ ⊆ D, denoted by pD′ , is in the subspace skyline if and
only if pD
′
is not dominated by any other points qD
′
.
Decisive subspace: For a point p∈P that is a skyline point in space
D, if a subspace B is decisive, if and only if that for any subspace B′
such that B⊆ B′ ⊆ D, pB′ is in the corresponding subspace skyline.
3 RELATED WORK
3.1 Skyline Query
Skyline queries can automatically extract superior points from a multi-
dimensional dataset, which is very useful in multi-criteria decision
making applications. In research on skyline queries, a large number
of studies aim to address two main drawbacks of skyline queries aside
from developing algorithms that can more effectively process and ac-
celerate skyline queries [18, 31, 35]. As the dimensionality increases,
the size of skyline becomes large, causing failure for the skyline in pro-
viding interesting insights to users. The other problem is that skyline
queries do not incorporate user’s preferences for different attributes.
Considerable effort has been devoted to generating a representative
skyline from the entire skyline to reduce the skyline size in a high-
dimensional space and to increase the discriminating power of skyline
queries [23, 34, 48]. They chose the k most interesting points by a met-
ric of interestingness from the full skyline. One category contributes
to identifying a small subset of skyline that best summarizes the entire
skyline. For example, Tao et al. [45] proposed the concept of distance-
based representative skyline, in which the skyline points are clustered
and the center point of each cluster is used as the representative subset
of skyline. Another group of studies quantifies interestingness numer-
ically and ranks the skyline objects according to the numerical met-
ric [11, 15, 32]. Chan et al. [12] proposed skyline frequency, which
is defined as the number of subspaces that a point is in the skyline,
to rank the skyline points and then return the top-k frequent skyline
points. Although these metrics can reflect some aspects of the skyline
point, they can not represent the specific needs of every end user. Users
may not be aware of these underlying metrics as well. The actually in-
teresting items could be missed when only the top k items identified
by user-oblivious metrics are provided to users.
Another drawback of skyline queries is that it treats all attributes
as equally important. In reality, however, users may not be interested
in the skyline of full space (all attributes are considered) but rather in
a subset of attributes [38, 39, 46]. Several studies have attempted to
integrate user preferences for attributes into the skyline queries and
then reduce the skyline points of real interest. Lee et al. [20] pro-
posed an algorithm named Telescope, which identifies personalized
skyline points by considering both user-specific preferences over at-
tributes and retrieval size. Mindolin and Chomicki [30] proposed the
p-skylines framework, which augments skyline with the concept of at-
tribute importance. They developed a method to mine the relative im-
portance of attributes from user-selected tuples of superior and infe-
rior examples, which they have incorporated into the skyline queries.
These studies show that incorporating users’ preferences for attributes
can assist in filtering interesting points, but only few of them involved
the real users. By contrast, our system allows users to directly select
attributes of interest and helps them select the most desirable point.
3.2 Visualization for Multi-Criteria Decision Making
Ranking is one of the most popular methods for decision making, and
ranking-based techniques can be applied to various applications such
as billboard location selection [24], path finding [36], and lighting de-
sign [43]. When weight is set to each attribute and the weighted at-
tribute values are aggregated, multi-dimensional data points can be
converted into scalar values and ranked according to these values.
Many visualization techniques have been proposed to help users dy-
namically adjust attribute weights and explore the relationships be-
tween weights and rankings. For example, ValueCharts [10] uses
stacked bar charts to represent attribute weights and provides an im-
mediate ranking feedback based on the aggregated weight values.
Lineup [16] further highlights the ranking changes after weight ad-
justment and allows users to compare multiple rankings and the corre-
sponding weight settings simultaneously. To analyze the relationships
between ranking changes and weight modification, Weightlifter [33]
proposes the concept of weight space, which represents the ranges of
the potential weights that guarantee a certain data point being ranked
at the top positions. However, though these methods allow users to set
different weights to attributes iteratively, the process of finding a set
of accurate weights that represent a specific user preference remains
tedious and ineffective. In fact, user preferences are often fuzzy and
difficult to capture by a single weight. Moreover, the preference of a
user for an attribute may even be influenced by other attribute values.
For example, a tourist may not select a travel destination when the
safety index of this place is excessively low regardless of how beauti-
ful its environment is. The reality complicates the weight-adjustment
process and requires a heavy mental overhead from users.
Another popular approach to assist decision making is skyline
queries. Without requiring additional input from users, skyline queries
can significantly reduce the size of candidates that users need to con-
sider. To facilitate skyline understanding, several multi-dimensional
data visualization techniques have been leveraged. For example, Lo-
tov et al. [25] visualized the bivariate relationships of skyline using
the scatter-plot matrices, in which the points in each scatter-plot are
colored according to their values in the third attribute. All the other
attributes are assigned to a certain value and users can use a slider to
adjust values and explore skylines. Andrienko et al. [5] improved this
approach by adding a bar chart to show the distribution of differences
between a specific skyline point and other points. To support analyzing
skyline in all dimensions simultaneously, some studies utilize Parallel
Coordinates to visualize skyline [6]. However, these approaches suf-
fer from the visual clutter problem when the number of skyline points
is large, a problem that prevents users from gaining insights into the
skyline. Projection-based methods have also been considered to help
users explore skyline points. For example, Shahar et al. [13] com-
bined glyphs and the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [17] to present sky-
line points and their affiliation to different attributes. Although this
solution provides an overview of skyline, projection and orientation
errors could occur when more than three dimensions are considered in
SOM [17]. These errors may also mislead users in skyline interpreta-
tion without providing detailed skyline information.
In summary, these visualization techniques mainly focus on repre-
senting an overview of the whole skyline, which is not sufficient to
support the decision making process that includes exploring the whole
skyline, narrowing down to a small subset, examining a few points in
detail, and finally making a decision.
4 DESIGN GOALS
We have distilled the following design goals based on a thorough liter-
ature review of 50 papers we collected from the database field and our
interviews with two domain experts who work on skyline algorithms.
Further details are provided in our supplementary materials.
G1: Explore the entire skyline from different perspectives and
at different scales. Although skyline techniques can automatically
exclude points that are dominated by superior ones, users still need to
select their favorites themselves. To make a quick and confident se-
lection, users need to explore and understand the entire skyline from
different perspectives and at different scales. On the basis of our re-
view, the goal is the first and most important, with 35 papers focus-
ing on this objective from different angles. Our first design goal is
critical for skyline analysis for two reasons. First, the number of sky-
line points is often large, which hinders users from gaining insights
into skyline [48]. Although a number of previous studies (Sec. 3.1)
aim at providing different criteria to rank the skyline points or iden-
tifying a representative subset of skyline points, these criteria cannot
fully represent the requirements and preferences of users. Thus, it is
necessary to follow Ben Shneiderman’s Visualization Mantra [42] and
enable the dynamic exploration of skyline at different scales. Second,
the comparison between skyline points can also be complex in a high-
dimensional space [22]. For example, when comparing skyline points,
users may not only want to consider the values of each attribute but
also to explore the value distribution of other points [22]. Furthermore,
when deciding if a skyline point is unique for some specific require-
ments, users need to ascertain the number of points dominated by that
particular skyline point and determine whether these points are domi-
nated by other skyline points [15]. Therefore, the visualization system
needs to support skyline analysis from different perspectives, includ-
ing the attribute-related information and the domination relations.
G2: Understand the superiority of skyline points. Aside from
generating the superior skyline points from the entire dataset, users
also need to know on what combinations of factors a skyline point
dominates other points [27, 40]. Users can easily focus on the points
of interest rather than on the entire set of skyline points by gaining this
insightful information about skyline. The reasons that make a point
in skyline can be observed from the relative ranking of the point in
each attribute, its differences with other skyline points, and its decisive
subspaces [39]. From the relative ranking in each attribute, users can
infer in which attributes a specific skyline point is superior to others.
With finer granularity, users can examine the reasons a skyline point is
not dominated by other points from the pair-wise difference between
attribute values. When the relative rankings cannot provide enough
information, the decisive subspaces can be exploited to understand on
what combinations of attributes the skyline point is superior. These
insights help users better understand how the skyline points differ from
one another and facilitate decision making.
G3: Compare skyline points and highlight their differences.
Users always need to compare multiple skyline points before a suc-
cessful selection in multi-criteria decision making scenarios. This task
not only includes an overall browsing of the entire skyline [8], but also
a detailed comparison of a few skyline candidates[47]. The attribute
statistical information, such as the relative rankings of skyline points
and the value distribution in each attribute, is helpful when raw at-
tribute values cannot provide users with sufficient knowledge to make
decisions [22]. For example, the attribute value distribution is useful
when users want to examine whether a designated candidate is strong
enough in certain attributes and when users do not have prior knowl-
edge about the data. Apart from examining the attribute values and at-
tribute statistics, the domination relation, i.e., the relation of the point
sets that are dominated by different skyline points, are also important
when examining multiple skyline points [15]. From the dominating
score and domination relation, users can inspect the specific data dis-
tribution behind skyline [15], and select the appropriate skyline points
that best match their domain requirements.
G4: Support an interactive exploration and refinement of sky-
line. User preferences are dynamic during their data-exploration pro-
cess [14]; thus, users should be provided with a convenient mode
in which they can refine the skyline algorithms by removing certain
points, constraining the range of attribute values, or excluding non-
essential attributes [7, 28]. Furthermore, as user’s understanding of
the data deepens with data exploration, they may tend to be more in-
terested in certain attributes or data ranges [21, 49]. Thus, allowing
users to select attributes of interests and highlighting those points that
act as the subspace skyline of these attributes is essential. A rich set
of interactions, such as linking and brushing, filtering, and searching,
should also be supported to facilitate the aforementioned requirements.
5 ANALYTICAL TASKS
To fulfill the aforementioned design goals, we have extracted the fol-
lowing analytical tasks.
T1: Encode multi-dimensional attributes and statistics. Show-
ing the attribute values is insufficient for multi-dimensional skyline
analysis. The relative ranking of skyline points in each attribute should
also been shown because raw attribute values could be misleading.
Furthermore, when users have no prior knowledge about the data, they
may need to examine the value distribution in this attribute for decision
making. Thus, our system should encode not only multi-dimensional
attributes but also the attribute statistics of skyline (G1, G3).
T2: Encode decisive subspaces of each skyline point. The de-
cisive subspaces of a skyline point can provide users with a different
perspective to examine the reasons a point is in the skyline (G1, G2).
According to the decisive subspace definition, the attributes in decisive
subspaces guarantee that the corresponding point is in the full-space
skyline. Therefore, the decisive subspaces help reveal the outstanding
merits of a skyline point, especially when the relative rankings of the
points in each attribute are too close to illustrate attribute differences.
T3: Highlight the differences between multiple skyline points.
Highlighting the differences between skyline points is useful not only
when comparing different skyline points (G3), but also when inspect-
ing the reasons for the superiority of a point in the skyline (G2). To
compare the relative strengths of different skyline points across all the
attributes, the system should first summarize the skyline point dif-
ferences in all dimensions as a whole. Moreover, the system should
highlight the differences between skyline points in each attribute on
demand so that users can quickly identify how other points differ from
a selected point. The intersections of dominated points and the value
distribution at these intersections also suggest the relationships and
differences between skyline points. The system should provide a clear
and effective mode to represent these domination relations among the
skyline candidates for a detailed comparison.
T4: Identify the clusters and outliers of skyline points. To pro-
vide the whole picture of all the skyline points (G1), the visualization
system should enable users to identify clusters and outliers as the ini-
tial step of data exploration. For example, when looking at the sky-
line of NBA statistical data, the players can be categorized into sev-
eral groups, such as good attackers, adept defenders, or astute passers.
Users may have interests in one of the clusters and conduct further
data exploration and analysis on this cluster.
T5: Analyze the domination relations between skyline points.
To provide a different perspective in addition to attribute-related in-
formation for comparing different skyline points (G1, G3), the system
should allow users to analyze the domination relations among multi-
ple skyline points. This task includes illustrating both the dominating
score and the differences between the dominated points of the selected
skyline points. Users may also have some prior knowledge on the data
and want to know whether points that can dominate a specific data item
exist. For example, a tourist may want to know superior travel desti-
nations compared with a visited place that satisfied him/her. Finding
those skyline points that dominate a designated candidate is useful for
users in multi-criteria decision making scenarios.
T6: Support refining skyline queries. During data exploration,
users may want to exclude certain attributes or data items so that the
skyline queries better match their requirements. Fresh candidates can
also appear in the refined skyline after excluding the undesired points
from the skyline query. Supporting a convenient skyline query refine-
ment, such as setting the value range or removing certain attributes,
can provide users an efficient and effective skyline exploration expe-
rience (G4). This feature also helps control the skyline size within a
manageable range and avoid the visual clutter problem.
T7: Support filtering skyline results. From the skyline, users
might opt to focus on a highly interesting subset or on a few candi-
dates. For example, when selecting a travel destination, users may
only be interested in the places that have a moderate climate. Fur-
thermore, users may select their own attributes of interest and only
keep the subspace skyline of these attributes for consideration. Thus,
the system should support skyline filtering by brushing certain value
ranges and generating subspace skylines (G4).
6 SKYLENS DESIGN
Motivated by the above analytical tasks, we design SkyLens to al-
low users to explore and compare skyline points at different scales
and from different perspectives. Our prototype1 is implemented using
Flask [2], VueJS [4], and D3 [1].
The system consists of a data analysis module and a visual anal-
ysis module. In the data analysis module, we unify the raw data to
ensure higher values are better (Sec. 2) and then compute skyline. The
visual analysis module incorporates three major views: 1) the Projec-
tion View (Fig. 1a) that provides an overview of the entire skyline to
identify clusters and outliers; 2) the Tabular View (Fig. 1b) that sum-
marizes the attribute-wise rankings and differences between skyline
points, thereby allowing users to understand what combination of fac-
tors make a point in skyline, and 3) the Comparison View (Fig. 1c) that
aims to compare a small set of skyline points from both the attribute
and domination perspective in detail. We also provide a Control Panel
(Fig. 1d) to help users load data and refine skyline queries such as re-
moving some specific attributes or excluding certain points. A set of
interactions is also provided to help users explore and refine skyline
freely by filtering, linking, and brushing.
6.1 Projection View
The Projection View aims at providing an overview of skyline to allow
users to discover clusters and outliers (T4). In addition, we design
skyline glyphs to encode detailed attribute values of each point and
help users compare different skyline points (T1).
Projection layout. The skyline points are projected onto a 2D
space, and their relative similarities are reflected through their place-
ments to help users discover clusters and outliers. Many dimension
reduction techniques, such as MDS [19] and PCA [37], may be used
for this purpose. In our system, we adopt the t-distributed stochastic
neighbor embedding (t-SNE) algorithm because t-SNE repels dissim-
ilar points strongly to form more obvious clusters [26]. Subsequently,
we construct a similarity matrix based on the Euclidean distance be-
tween skyline points and then use t-SNE to project all skyline points
onto a 2D space. Thus, the skyline is visualized so that similar points
are placed nearby while dissimilar points are placed faraway.
1http://vis.cse.ust.hk/skylens
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Figure 3. Skyline point glyphs in (a) the normal mode and (b) the focus
mode. The inner circle color encodes the dominating score; outer sector
radiuses encode numerical values of attributes.
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Figure 4. Three design alternatives for skyline point glyphs. All inner
circles encode the dominating score. Attribute values are encoded dif-
ferently: (a) using categorical colors to encode different attributes and
using outer sector radiuses to encode numerical values; (b) using a se-
quential color scheme to encode numerical values; c) using a star glyph.
Skyline glyph. To better identify the differences between clusters
and find representative skyline points, we further enhance the Projec-
tion View with glyphs in view of the effectiveness of glyphs in facil-
itating visual comparison and pattern recognition. Two fundamental
metrics, namely, attribute values and dominating score, are used to
differentiate skyline points and characterize clusters. Accordingly, our
glyph design is composed of two parts (Fig. 3a): the inner circle and
the outer sectors. The inner circle color depicts the dominating score,
where darker orange indicates a higher score. The outer sectors rep-
resent the attribute values so that users can quickly identify skyline
point clusters and outliers from the glyph shape. To further assist in
the comparison task of T3, we develop a focus mode to enable users
to obtain an intuitive overview of how a specific point differs from
other skyline points. When users select a glyph of interest, all the sec-
tors of the other glyphs will be colored to highlight their differences
from the selected one (Fig. 3b). For example, if the attribute value is
higher than that of the selected glyph, the corresponding sector’s color
changes to blue. This allows users to examine the differences between
skyline points without changing the sector radius.
A potential drawback of the design is visual clutter, which is a com-
mon issue for many dimension reduction-based visualizations. To mit-
igate this problem, we first decrease glyph opacities so that individual
glyphs can be observed. When hovering over a glyph, the glyph will
be enlarged and brought to the foreground. In addition, we support
panning and zooming to focus on a specific region of glyphs.
Glyph alternatives. During the glyph design process, we consid-
ered several design alternatives. Our first design choice is between
the circular design (e.g., radar charts) and the linear design (e.g., bar
charts). For the Projection View, we mainly focus on the overview
of many glyphs. Compared with circular designs, linear designs are
more helpful when examining and comparing different glyphs at a spe-
cific attribute. In addition, linear designs often require more space to
achieve the same level of legibility as that of circular designs [29].
Thus, a circular-based design is adopted in our system.
We also experiment on three design alternatives of circular design.
In these designs, the visual encoding of the inner circle is the same as
that of our final design, which uses a sequential color scheme to show
the dominating score. However, these designs are all abandoned due to
various reasons. For example, our first alternative (Fig. 4a) uses dou-
ble encoding (i.e., categorical color and angle) to identify attributes.
However, categorical colors might be too distractive when there are
many attributes. Our second alternative (Fig. 4b) fixes the radius of
the outer sectors and uses a divergent red-blue color to encode the nu-
merical attribute value of each sector. However, this design has two
main drawbacks. First, the color saturation is a less accurate visual
channel compared to the length channel for encoding numerical val-
ues. Second, for overlapping glyphs, the color blending may lead to a
misinterpretation of values. We also attempt using classic star glyphs
to encode the attribute values (Fig. 4c). However, compared with our
final design, the lines in the star glyphs are difficult to perceive when
the color saturation is low and when the glyphs are small.
6.2 Tabular View
A major issue with skyline queries is that they only identify the skyline
in the dataset without additional information. Thus, we design the
Tabular View to provide users with in-depth details about individual
skyline points. For example, users may want to know the difference
between a specific skyline point and other skyline points to infer how
good it is in the entire skyline (T3). In addition, the decisive subspaces
can help users understand how balanced a skyline point is (T2). All
these details are encoded in this view to provide users with insights
into why and how a skyline point is superior, thereby facilitating the
decision-making process (T2, T3). To address the scalability issue,
three interactions are also tightly integrated into this view to allow
users to eliminate unsuitable skyline points rapidly (T7) and focus on
the interesting subset of skyline points.
Visual encoding. The Tabular View encodes the detailed informa-
tion about each skyline point in an interactive tabular form (Fig. 5).
Attributes are encoded as columns in this view (e.g. Attr. I, Attr. II, and
Attr. III in Fig. 5). At the head of each column, an area plot shows the
value distribution of all the data (Fig. 5a), including both the skyline
and the dominated points. The x-axis represents the attribute value in
an ascending order from left to right, while the y-axis represents the
data density. The skyline points are drawn as vertical gray lines on
top of the area charts. The combination of context area plots and fore-
ground gray lines provides users with the distribution of the skyline
lines and their places in the entire dataset to help them compare and
evaluate the qualities of skyline points in terms of individual attributes.
Skyline points are represented as rows in the table (e.g. ID A and
ID B in Fig. 5). By default, all rows are displayed in the sum-
mary mode, which summarizes the overall differences between skyline
points. Specifically, each table cell shows a diverging bar chart (Fig.
5b). We choose the linear bar chart design for focusing on the val-
ues of one single attribute in the data. Without lose of generality, we
assume the table cell refers to skyline point pi ∈ {p1, p2, . . . , pn} and
dimension d j ∈ {d1,d2, . . . ,dm}. Accordingly, the cell has a total of n
bars, each representing a skyline point. All bars are sorted (ascending)
in accordance with their values at dimension d j . Among these bars,
a special purple bar is placed to indicate the position of the skyline
point pi in the sorted bars. The height of each blue bar sk, where k 6= i,
represents the summarization of its differences from pi in all the other
dimensions (i.e., {dl}1≤l≤m−{d j}). Specifically,
δl(pi, pk) = (pli − plk)/
√
∑ni=1 (pli − pl)2/n,
where pli , p
l
k are the values of pi, pk at attribute dl , and p
l
i is the
mean value of attribute dl . Thus, the summary difference ∆(pi, pk) =
∑ml=1 δl(pi, pk), where l 6= j. ∆(pi, pk) can be either positive or nega-
tive; thus, a horizontal dashed line is drawn in the middle of the table
cell as a baseline. The blue bars positioned above the baseline exhibit
positive differences, whereas those below the baseline exhibit negative
differences. The summary mode is designed to help users compare
skyline points from two aspects (T3). First, users may select a table
cell of interest to examine, and the position of the purple bar can give
users a precise idea of the performance of the skyline point in terms of
the attribute. Then, the blue bars can further provide an overall idea of
the performance of the skyline point in the other attributes.
Users can further click a row to expand it and examine its detailed
comparison with other skyline points. In this expansion mode, we ap-
pend a matrix below the diverging bar chart (Fig. 5c). In each small
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Figure 5. Visual encodings in the Tabular View: (a) the column header
showing a specific attribute’s value distribution; (b) the diverging bar
chart depicting the point’s relative ranking at this attribute and its overall
differences with the other skyline points; (c) the expansion mode show-
ing the detailed comparisons between this point and other points at all
attributes; (d) the bars representing the decisive subspaces of the point;
and (e) the linking curve connecting the relative ranking and absolute
value of the point at this attribute.
matrix, the columns represent the skyline points and are aligned with
the bars in the diverging bar chart above the matrix. The rows in the
matrix represent the attributes and have the same order as the columns
in the large table. Each matrix cell is filled with a color to represent
the difference between a specific skyline point (the matrix column pk,
where k 6= i) and the expanded one (pi) in a specific attribute (the ma-
trix row dl), which is δl(pk, pi).
The decisive subspaces are also shown in the expansion mode,
specifically on the left side of the first detailed matrix (Fig. 5d). Each
decisive subspace takes a vertical line, and each row represents a di-
mension. Thus, if a dimension is involved in the decisive subspace,
then a purple mark is placed in the corresponding space in the vertical
line. This visualization allows users to observe the number of deci-
sive subspaces by counting the vertical lines. The skyline points with
numerous decisive subspaces are usually preferred because these sky-
line points are also strong in terms of different subspaces. In addition,
users can compare horizontally to identify which attributes are more
involved in the decisive subspaces. Thus, users may pay more atten-
tion to the skyline points that have attributes that are highly valued
and involved in decisive subspaces because these attributes are often
the merits of the corresponding skyline points.
Interactions. The Tabular View also supports the following user
interactions to help users highlight attribute information (T1) or filter
certain skyline points (T7):
• Filtering. SkyLens allows users to filter the skyline points by
two modes: filtering a subspace of interest and filtering a subset
of skyline points. By clicking table headers, users can select
certain attributes and highlight the skyline in the subspace of the
selected attributes. SkyLens also supports users to brush on the
area plot in each column header to indicate an acceptable region
of attribute values. If a skyline point does not meet the regional
conditions, then the corresponding table row turns gray to reduce
the number of interesting skyline points.
• Linking. When the cursor hovers over the row, several red lines
appear to connect the purple bars to the corresponding gray lines
in the table header (Fig. 5e). The divergent bars in a table cell
only show the relative rankings of the skyline points in terms
of the corresponding attribute, whereas the red linking lines can
help users examine the raw values of all skyline points.
• Searching. Users with prior knowledge can search a specific
point in the dataset using the search box at the top of the Tabular
View. If the point happens to be a skyline point, the correspond-
ing row is highlighted. However, if the point is not in the skyline,
SkyLens will highlight the skyline points that dominate the point.
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Figure 6. Visual elements of the Comparison View: (a) the radar chart
that shows point A’s attribute values and statistic information; (b) the
visual encodings in the radar chart; (c) the domination glyph that sum-
marizes the domination differences; and (d) a pop-up radar chart that
illustrates the exclusive dominated points of point B.
6.3 Comparison View
While the Projection View provides the whole picture of skyline and
the Tabular View helps with reasoning about individual skyline points,
the most important step is to thoroughly compare and examine the
differences between a couple of candidates. When users find desirable
skyline points in the other views, they can click on the glyphs or rows
to add them to this Comparison View for detailed comparison. Apart
from attribute values (T3), the number of dominated points and the
value distribution of these dominated points are also important aspects
to compare (T5). Therefore, we design this view to allow users to
closely investigate the differences among a few skyline points from
these aspects. Specifically, two types of visual elements are designed
for this view: the radar charts for perceiving the attribute values of
different skyline points and the domination glyphs to summarize and
compare each skyline point’s dominated points.
As shown in Fig. 6, the added points are represented by the radar
charts, which are arranged on a circle at uniformly distributed angles.
We adopt this circular layout to emphasize the comparison between
skyline points by putting the domination glyphs in the center part of
the view, thus letting users focus on the comparison quickly and di-
rectly. Each domination glyph is connected to a number of radar charts
and visually summarizes the differences between the connected sky-
line points. If n skyline points are selected, we enumerate all possi-
ble combinations (i.e., ∑ni=2
( i
n
)
) and add a domination glyph for each
of them. Although the combination number grows exponentially, the
scalability is not a big issue in our scenario, since we mainly focus
on comparing a small number (≤ 4) of skyline points in this view. A
force-directed based layout is used to position the domination glyphs
so that they can be arranged close to their linked radar charts.
Radar charts. We use radar chart, a widely used multi-dimensional
data visualization technique, to show the attribute values of selected
skyline points (differentiated by categorical colors). However, we en-
hance the traditional radar charts in several ways for our specific sce-
nario as shown in Fig. 6a. First, we draw circles on axes to encode
the relative rankings of the skyline points in the corresponding di-
mensions. Inside each polygon, we also draw a blue circle, whose
radius represents the dominating score of the corresponding skyline
point. The design is consistent with the Projection View and is more
space-efficient compared with affiliating additional indicators outside
the radar chart. When hovering over a radar chart, a pop-up window
will display to show more details (Fig. 6b). On each axis, we draw the
value distribution of the corresponding dimension, in which the val-
ues increase from the center along the axis and the width of the flow
indicates the number of points.
Domination glyph. The domination glyph is designed to summa-
rize the differences between a small number of skyline points from
the domination perspective. We use a circular design based on the
same consideration discussed in Sec. 6.1. Similar to skyline glyphs, a
domination glyph incorporates two parts (Fig. 6c). An inner pie chart
shows the dominating scores of the linked skyline points. In addition,
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Figure 7. Two design alternatives for the Comparison View: (a) using
small circles to represent the dominated points and outer rings to dis-
tinguish skyline points; (b) using pie charts to represent the dominated
points and sector colors to distinguish skyline points.
we also use the radius of the chart to encode the number of points that
are dominated by at least one linked skyline point. Surrounding the
pie chart, arcs are displayed to represent the proportion of points that
are exclusively dominated by the corresponding skyline points.
When hovering over an inner sector or an outer sector, a radar
chart will also pop to show the comparison among these linked skyline
points in detail. The skyline points are represented by the thick colored
lines and the dominated points are represented by the thin gray lines.
For example, the gray lines in Fig. 6d represent the points that are
exclusively dominated by the orange skyline point. This helps users
identify the reasons these exclusively dominated points are not dom-
inated by the other skyline points (i.e., in which attributes they have
higher values than these skyline points).
Alternative designs. Before adopting the current design, we also
considered two alternatives (Fig. 7), both of which have two parts: a
central radar chart that compares the attribute values of skyline points
and the outer rings that show the dominating scores. In the first de-
sign (Fig. 7a), the number of outer rings are equal to the number of
selected skyline points, and each colored circle that is positioned on
a ring represents a dominated point. Thus, if several skyline points
share a dominated point, the corresponding outer rings will each have
a duplicate circle to represent this dominated point. In the second de-
sign (Fig. 7b), all the dominated points are illustrated on a single outer
ring. If a point is dominated by several skyline points, it will appear
as a pie chart indicating the exact skyline points that dominate it. A
categorical color scheme is used to distinguish skyline points. How-
ever, both designs suffer from severe visual clutter due to the overlap
of outer rings when the number of dominated points is large. For the
above reasons, we abandon these two designs.
6.4 Interactions
We developed a set of interactions to help users switch between the
coordinated views. First, users can change the order of attributes in
all the views by dragging the attribute rows in the Attribute Table
(Fig. 1d). In addition, when clicking a skyline glyph in the Projection
View, not only will the skyline point be appended to the Comparison
View, but the Tabular View will also automatically scroll to the row
that represents this skyline point. Similarly, when hovering over a row
in the Tabular View or hovering over a radar chart of the comparison
view, the corresponding skyline glyph in the Projection View will be
enlarged and moved to the foreground. Besides, when brushing certain
attribute ranges or calculating a subspace skyline, the results will also
be highlighted in the Projection View.
7 EVALUATION
7.1 Usage Scenario I
The first usage scenario describes Alan, a journalist who wants to write
an article about the most outstanding players of an NBA season. He
chooses not to rank the players because any ranking criteria can easily
be criticized by NBA fans as different readers have different prefer-
ences. Thus, he decides to use SkyLens to explore the specific merits
of the most outstanding skyline players and to investigate the differ-
ences between them (G3). He then loads the NBA 2010–11 regu-
lar season statistics, which include 452 players and 12 numerical at-
tributes, such as Points Scored (PTS), Field Goals (FG), and so on
(Fig. 1). Alan first looks at the Projection View and identifies several
outliers that have rather small glyph sizes (T4). After examination,
he discovers that the outliers are players who only have high shooting
percentages (FG% and 3P%) and play only a few games. Alan is not
interested in these players, so he excludes the players who attend less
than 70 games using the Control Panel (T6). Then, he explores each
skyline player’s dominating score to find the player who outperforms
the largest number of players in all attributes for this season. By ex-
amining the inner circle colors, he finds Lamar Odom, who dominates
183 players in total. Alan wants to further explore how other players
are compared with Lamar Odom, he then double-clicks Lamar’s glyph
to switch the Projection View into focus mode.
From the skyline glyph positions and the outer sector colors
(Fig. 1a), he observes three major clusters of players (T4). The play-
ers in the upper cluster (Fig. 1a) mostly have higher values in PTS
and FG than Lamar, which indicates they are good scorers. In this
cluster, Alan identifies a skyline glyph with many large blue outer
sectors (Fig. 5a), which represents LeBron James. This means Le-
Bron outperforms Lamar in almost half the attributes. Next, he uses
the Tabular View to examine the detailed information about LeBron.
From the positions of the purple bars in the row of LeBron (Fig. 1b),
He observes that LeBron has high rankings in most of the attributes,
which indicates that he is also a versatile player (T1). In that row,
Alan further observes that all the blue bars, which measure the overall
differences between other skyline players and LeBron, are positioned
beneath the baseline with one exception, Dwight Howard. This sug-
gests that Dwight Howard, who belongs to another cluster (Fig. 1a)
in the Projection View, has an overall comparable performance with
LeBron (T3). To further compare these two players in detail, Alan
opens the expansion mode of LeBron (Fig. 1b) to locate Dwight in
the expanded matrix and observes that Dwight outperforms LeBron
in the defense-related attributes, such as Total Rebounds (TRB) and
Blocks (BLK). To verify whether these defense-related attributes make
Dwight in the skyline, Alan switches to the row of Dwight. By ex-
amining the expanded matrix of Dwight, Alan identifies four defense-
related attribute rows that are colored in red. This indicates that no
other player in the skyline has a better performance than Dwight in
these defense-related attributes, which verifies his hypothesis. In addi-
tion, he finds that many skyline players outperform him in the attribute
Assists (AST). He then checks if any of these players are located in the
last cluster in the Projection View. By highlighting the corresponding
matrix bars, he identifies Chris Paul (Fig. 1a), a player who has the
best performance in both Assists (AST) and Steals (STL).
Since each of the three players (LeBron, Dwight, and Chris) can
represents an individual cluster respectively in the Projection View,
Alan decides to write a paragraph about how they dominate other play-
ers. Thus, he adds these three players into the Comparison View. From
the central domination glyph (Fig. 1c) that summarizes their differ-
ences in dominating scores, Alan finds that LeBron and Dwight have
almost the same number of players they dominate, while Chris only
dominates half of the number of players and has very few exclusive
players he dominates(T5). When examining the other three pairwise
domination glyphs, Alan observes that LeBron dominates almost all
of the players that are dominated by Chris. Considering Chris ranks
much higher than LeBron in both AST and STL, it is strange for Chris
to have a such limited number of players he exclusively dominates.
Alan investigates this phenomenon by hovering the cursor over the
corresponding outer sector of the domination glyph. From the pop-up
radar chart (Fig. 1e), he realizes that Chris also performs slightly better
than LeBron in 3P%, in addition to AST and STL. In addition, the nine
players that are exclusively dominated by Chris all have lower values
in AST and STL, but higher values in 3P% than LeBron. To discover
the underlying reason, Alan switches to the Tabular View and observes
that few players have higher rankings than LeBron in either AST or
STL from the distribution flow (Fig. 1b). Thus, Alan understands why
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Figure 8. The Tabular View of Victoria: (a) the column header of Climate, (b) the column headers of Environment and Traffic, (c) the decisive
subspace, and (d) Wellington and Reykjavik that have higher value than Victoria in Environment. (e) The Projection View that highlights the skyline
of the subspace of Living Cost, Traffic, and Environment.
Chris does not dominate more players exclusively, although he per-
forms extremely well at both AST and STL.
7.2 Usage Scenario II
In the second usage scenario, we demonstrate how Lorraine, who is
planning a one-month holiday, utilizes SkyLens to find a desirable
city to visit. Lorraine chooses to explore the Numbeo quality-of-life
dataset [3], which includes 176 cities worldwide and 8 numerical at-
tributes describing the overall living conditions of those cities. Since
Lorraine has little knowledge in how these attribute values are calcu-
lated, she decides to first use SkyLens to obtain outstanding cities and
see their dominant attributes (G2).
Lorraine first excludes two traveler-irrelevant attributes by adding
two filters in the Control Panel: the Purchasing Power and the Housing
Affordability. Since she has decided to spend her holiday outside Asia
to experience a different culture, Lorraine also adds another filter to the
Continent attribute (T6) to exclude Asian cities. Then, she regenerates
skyline to obtain 62 candidate cities.
From the skyline cities, Lorraine identifies Victoria, a city in
Canada, where she enjoyed the pleasant climate last summer. She
wants to further investigate what attributes make the city outstanding
so that she can use it as a benchmark city. Thus, she locates Victoria
in the Tabular View and observes the purple lines that indicate its rela-
tive rankings in individual attributes. Surprisingly, Lorraine finds that
Victoria is just average in the attribute Climate (Fig. 8a). However,
by tracking the red curve that connects Victoria’s relative ranking to
the absolute value in the column header of Climate, she realizes that
most skyline cities perform well in Climate. In other words, most sky-
line cities have a moderate climate (T1). Thus, the Climate attribute is
probably not a deciding factor for an ideal vacation destination.
On the other hand, Lorraine observes that Victoria has rather high
relative rankings on Traffic and Environment (Fig. 8b). Hence, she
guesses these two attributes are what makes Victoria excel. To verify
this hypothesis, Lorraine switches to expansion mode for the city and
surprisingly discovers that the only decisive subspace of Victoria (T2)
is (Living Cost, Environment) (Fig. 8c). Thus, at least one city is better
than Victoria in both attributes. To reveal these cities, Lorraine further
examines the matrix in the expansion mode. She identifies that there
are only two cities, Wellington and Reykjavik, ranking higher than
Victoria in the Environment attribute (Fig. 8d). Nevertheless, these
two cities also rank higher than Victoria in the Traffic. By further
checking the matrix, Lorraine observes that Victoria only has higher
values than Wellington and Reykjavik in the attribute of Living Cost,
which is consistent with Victoria’s decisive subspace.
From her exploration of Victoria, Lorraine realizes that she wants to
stay in a city that is good in Traffic and Environment, as well as having
a reasonable value in Living Cost. In other words, she wants to find a
city that is better than Victoria in the attribute of Living Cost, while be-
ing close to Victoria, not necessarily better, in the attributes of Traffic
and Environment. After brushing the corresponding column headers,
Lorraine sadly finds that no city satisfies all these requirements. She
decides to make a compromise and selects these three attributes (Liv-
ing Cost, Traffic, and Environment) as a subspace and highlight the
cities in this subspace skyline (T7).
She switches to the Projection View (Fig. 8d) to examine the high-
lighted cities. She observes that all the highlighted cities excel in at
least two of the selected three attributes, while many cities have low
values in a third attribute. Since she does not want a city that has un-
acceptably low values in any attributes, only two cities, Gdansk and
Cluj-napoca, are shortlisted. She then switches to the Comparison
View to compare these two points in detail, and finds that Gdansk has
higher values in the attributes of Climate, Traffic, and Environment
than Cluj-napoca, which indeed satisfies her preferences. Thus, she
selects Gdansk as her travel destination.
7.3 Qualitative User Study
A formal comparative study with an existing skyline visualization
system is not applicable because previous skyline visualization work
mainly focuses the overview of skyline, which only covers a part of the
tasks we list in Sec. 5. Questions that involve interpreting and compar-
ing skyline points require a complex examination from various aspects
and cannot be simplified as yes/no questions. Therefore, we choose to
perform a qualitative study rather than a controlled quantitative ex-
periment. In addition to the qualitative study, we also conducted an
informal comparison between our system and LineUp [16], a ranking-
based visual analytic tool to facilitate the decision making process.
Study design. We recruited 12 participants (3 females, aged 21 to
28 years (mean = 26.5, SD = 2.1)) with normal or corrected-to-normal
vision. All the participants were students in the computer science de-
partment of our local university. Among them, 5 students had experi-
ence in information visualization and 3 students knew skyline queries.
We designed 10 tasks that covered all the important aspects in sky-
line analysis (Sec. 5) for the participants to perform. The participants
also needed to utilize all the views in SkyLens together to perform
all the tasks successfully. We also conducted several pilot studies to
ensure that the study was appropriately designed.
The study began with a brief introduction of our system using the
NBA dataset to help the participants get familiar with our system. We
also encouraged the users to freely explore our system after the intro-
duction. During this stage, we asked the participants to think aloud
and ask questions if they encountered any problems. To avoid mem-
orization of data, we used the Numbeo quality-of-life dataset for the
formal study. For each task, we recorded the completion time and took
notes of the feedback or problems raised by the participants for later
analysis. After the participants finished all the 10 tasks, we asked them
to finish a questionnaire containing 19 questions about the usefulness
and aesthetics of SkyLens. Those questions were designed to evalu-
ate our system in a 7-point Likert scale from strongly disagree (1) to
strong agree (7). In addition, we conducted an informal post-session
interview with each participant to learn their opinion about our sys-
tem in general. During the interview, we also introduced LineUp to
them and discussed with them about the differences between our sys-
tem and LineUp in multi-criteria decision making scenarios. We asked
the participants to review all the tasks and suggest which of them can
be performed using LineUp. On average, the entire study took approx-
imately 40 minutes to finish. The detailed task description, question-
naires, and study results can be found in our supplement materials.
Results and discussion. All participants managed to complete the
tasks in a short period of time (33.6s on average for each task). How-
ever, task 8 took relatively longer time as it required the participants
to manually search and add three cities into the Comparison View.
For the questionnaire results, most participants thought that it is easy
to perform skyline analysis tasks using SkyLens (6.5). They also re-
ported that the system is visually pleasing in general (6.6), the interac-
tions are easy in general (6.3), and the tool would be useful for many
multi-criteria decision making scenarios (6.6).
In the post-session interviews, most participants appreciated the ef-
fectiveness and powerfulness of SkyLens as it can facilitate skyline
understanding and enlighten the trade-off between attributes. Specifi-
cally, they highlighted the usefulness of the Comparison View and the
Tabular View. Some participants commented that “The pie chart plus
the outer sectors is indeed a smart design to help identify the domi-
nation differences between skyline points quickly.” While another par-
ticipant added that “The Comparison View provides the flexibility to
choose different combinations of players for comparison.” Some par-
ticipants also appreciated the insights provided by the Tabular View.
Some participants reported that “The expansion mode in the Tabular
View is of great help to identify what combinations of attributes make a
point outstanding, compared to the raw attribute values or rankings.”
Apart from the positive feedback, the participants also suggest sev-
eral improvements to our system. For the Projection View, three par-
ticipants, who used relatively long time to finish the Projection View’s
tasks, suggested to enlarge the default outer sector radius for the dom-
ination glyph to better compare the attribute values of different points.
Some participants also wanted to further examine a group of similar
glyphs that locate together. We adjusted the outer sector radius and
enabled users to pan and zoom the Projection View after the interview.
For the Tabular View, a few participants who have no prior knowledge
of skyline described that they needed some time to fully understand the
visual encoding and the meaning of decisive subspaces. This implies
that the learning curve of SkyLens may be steep for people who have
no experience in skyline analysis. For the Comparison View, one par-
ticipant reported that the sizes of some pie chart sectors are too small
to select, thus we enlarged the minimum sector size accordingly.
As a comparison with LineUp, the participants reported that LineUp
is a powerful tool and really easy to understand. However, they all
felt that LineUp can only support a small part of the tasks we fo-
cus (2.4), and SkyLens could cost less time when performing these
tasks (6.6). We believe this is because LineUp and SkyLens follow
different approaches to decision making: ranking v.s. skyline analy-
sis. For example, the participants identified that it was difficult to use
LineUp to exclude the points that are dominated (i.e. worse in every
aspects) by at least one point. When comparing a few points in detail,
the participants reported that they had to repeatedly perform multiple
alignment interactions to determine the strong and weak attributes of
different points using LineUp. In addition, the participants found that
the weight adjustment process in LineUp is dubious and they usually
did not know whether they had achieved the right weights to reflect
their preferences. When exploring the Numbeo dataset, one partici-
pant asked “Why Canberra always stays on the top? How can I change
the weights to make other cities on the top of the list?” In summary,
the participants reported that they would choose LineUp when they al-
ready have a good understanding about the dataset and a few trade-offs
to consider. Nevertheless, when they do not have enough prior knowl-
edge of the dataset and want to carefully examine the data points from
different perspectives, they preferred using SkyLens. Thus, LineUp is
desired when users know exactly their goals and SkyLen is preferred
when users’ requirements are vague and need detailed data compari-
son. The two systems are complementary and are appropriate for dif-
ferent tasks in decision making scenarios.
8 DISCUSSION
One key issue in SkyLens is its scalability. We adopted Bo¨rzso¨nyi
et al.’s algorithm [9] in the system. Although the algorithm has a
high time complexity of O(n2m), where n is point number and m
is the dimension number, it is sufficient for our experiment datasets.
However, efficient implementations [44] may be adopted for larger
datasets. From the visualization perspective, too many skyline points
may cause severe overlapping in the Projection View. In our experi-
ments, the Projection View can support more than a hundred skyline
points with acceptable glyph overlaps. This issue can be further ad-
dressed by leveraging focus+context techniques. In the Tabular View,
the number of skyline points and attributes that can be displayed in the
same window is also limited. To address this issue, we design several
interactions to help users exclude undesired skyline points and reorder
attributes, so that they can place the most relevant information in the
same view for exploration. The Projection View and the Compari-
son View can support the visualization of multi-dimensional data with
about a dozen attributes. For datasets with higher dimensions, though
we enable users to visualize all the attribute values, it might be diffi-
cult to perceive the values due to the small sector angles. Users can
use the Control Panel of SkyLens to select attributes of their interests
for further exploration. Besides, though the vanilla skyline algorithm
only supports numerical attributes, some skyline variants also consider
categorical attributes with a partial order. In the future, We will enable
users to define the order of categorical attributes; thus make SkyLens
support categorical attributes.
Although SkyLens is designed to facilitate decision making, it
can be easily extended to solve more general problems for multi-
dimensional data exploration and analysis. One example is multi-
objective optimization, in which users need to identify a point x
in a multi-dimensional database to optimize k objective functions.
SkyLens can facilitate this task by using these k functions as data at-
tributes; then calculate and visualize the skyline of the updated data.
In the future, we aim to embed an attribute editor to help users flexi-
bly define and modify the data attributes for skyline analysis. Given a
multi-dimensional dataset, we can also build a network model where
the nodes indicate a multi-dimensional point and the edges represent
the domination relation between points. By adopting network analysis
methods, SkyLens can further support identifying clusters and outliers.
9 CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose SkyLens, a visual analytic system that assists
users in exploring and comparing skyline from different perspectives
and at different scales. It comprises three major views: 1) the Pro-
jection View that presents the whole picture of skyline for identifying
clusters and outliers; 2) the Tabular View that provides the detailed
attribute information and the factors that make a point in skyline; 3)
and the Comparison View that aims at comparing a small number of
skyline points in detail from both the attribute value perspective and
the domination perspective. We also provide a rich set of interactions
to help users interactively explore skyline.
In the future, we first plan to include nominal attribute analysis in
SkyLens. Many objects in multi-criteria decision making scenarios
have nominal attributes; enabling users to dynamically edit their pref-
erences on nominal attributes would extensively expand the applica-
tion scope of SkyLens. Furthermore, we want to investigate skyline
visualization techniques that can support data with uncertain values,
which is also a common scenario in many domains that requires sky-
line analysis. At last, we aim to further explore how to track the tem-
poral changes of skyline to assist temporal data analysis. We hope this
work will shed light on the future research on skyline visualization.
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